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Editorial / Opinion
2024 Starts Now

The 2024 Presidential
campaign starts now. President Biden insists that he will
run for reelection to a second
term and has been saying
so now for weeks. Most of
those who see themselves as
Democrats, and all of their
leading politicians, wish he
wouldn’t. A different but
similar state of affairs obtains on the Republican side.
Last week President Trump
announced that he will run
for the office he held from
January 2017 until January
2021. If you believe most of
the spokesmen and women of
the conservative movement
and the party professionals
most Republicans wish he
wouldn’t. What I believe is
happening is that the Republican tribes are retreating to
their home ground.
Respectable Republicans
led by wordsmith Peggy
Noonan and a handful of
business leaders who have
not gone all the way over to
the Democrats never liked
Donald Trump for President.
They saw him as a self-promoting real estate developer
and reality TV personality
whose speech was crude and
whose manner was too raw to
be a Republican President.

Then there was the Bush
tribe of the Republican Party.
Their principal spokesman
for the time being is Carl
Rove. They are sort of conservative’ but they would really like, but never have had,
the regard if not the respect of
the “leaders” of the cultural
and academic “elite”. Trump
is too rough for their taste,
too joyfully capitalistic in his
outlook, and besides he made
a major effort to humiliate
Jeb Bush in the 2016 primaries. Then, finally there are
the “movement “conservatives represented most loudly
by the National Review and
the Wall Street Journal editorial board. They were put off
by Donald Trump’s lack of
conservative credentials, his
familiarity with major New
York Democrat politicians,
and his standing, complete
with plaques and certificates
of appreciation from some
of the Democrats favorite
“community leaders” like Al
Sharpton and Jesse Jackson.
None of these Republican tribes wanted a Trump
candidacy in 2016 and they
damn sure don’t want one
now. He’s still too rough,
uncouth even. He’s still a
self-promoter (name me a

Family & Marriage
LIFE!!!

“There is a clear scientific answer to the question
‘When does human life begin?’ ……. [From] a scientific standpoint, at the moment
of fertilization of the egg
by the sperm, a completely
new organism is present.”
– Michael Egnor, Senior
Fellow, Center for Natural &
Artificial Intelligence, ProEd Scanlon
fessor of Neurosurgery and
has his opinions
Pediatrics at State University
Presidential candidate who of New York, Stony Brook
isn’t) and he’s been impeached
twice, the subject of a decades
“When Elizabeth heard
long but inconclusive Muel- Mary’s greeting, the baby
ler Investigation (they found
none of the guilt they were leaped in her womb, and
looking for or tried to create) Elizabeth was filled with the
and so represented months and Holy Spirit.” – Bible (Luke
months of negative publicity 1:41)
for all the Respectable, Bushy,
and Movement Republicans.
As we approach Christmas
He's damaged goods. Please we remember the birth of a
not again. What none of these baby boy, born to a mother
feckless fools understand is who became pregnant unexthat this attitude yields control pectedly and out of wedlock.
of your “acceptables” to your
political enemies. What they This was a real problem for
also don’t seem to acknowl- society (and Mary and Joedge, or perhaps want desper- seph) at the time. As we read
ately to ignore, is that in threes in the Bible (Matthew 1):
years and a few months, before “This is how the birth of Jesus
the onset of Chinese germ war- the Messiah came about: His
fare, his Presiden- mother Mary was pledged
cy achieved more to be married to Joseph, but
CONSERVATIVE before they came together,
policy than all the
tribes could achieve she was found to be pregnant
in the twenty-seven through the Holy Spirit. Beyears between the cause Joseph, her husband,
end of the Reagan was faithful to the law, and
Administration in yet did not want to expose her
1989 and the 2016 to public disgrace, he had in
election. And that mind to divorce her quietly.”
in clu d es twelv e
years of Bush AdThe reaction to unexpected
m i n i s t r a t i o n s . I and out of wedlock pregnandon’t want to list
them all here it cies today is very different.
would be redundant Out of wedlock pregnancies
having discussed are completely acceptable.
them in these pages Here are some interesting stamany times during tistics. Worldwide in 2016,
the past couple of about 15 percent of children
years of disastrous were born out of wedlock.
Biden rule. Suffice The national average for the
that I point out the United States in 2014 was 40
strong economy percent (thegospelcoalition.
without any significant inflation, the org). Of course, these were
roaring success of pregnancies that ended in the
the American energy sector, the reworked trade agreements which leveled
a few playing fields,
keeping China off
balance and Russia
at bay, bringing the
Abraham Accords
to fruition thereby
changing the calculus of Mid-East politics for the better,
and beginning the
very necessary refurbishing of a military sorely stressed
by two decades of
almost continuous
war.
The Tribes were
not appreciative at
all. Today this Republican tribalism,
not Donald Trump
is the reason we are
not more successful
in 2022. Every one
of the Republican
Tribes referred to lem, not President Trump.
here hated Donald Personally, for preference I
Trump as much for see myself as a “movement”
his successes with conservative Republican.
their programs as Right now, my Tribe disgusts
for his lack of mem- me. Never had much patience
bership and seem- for Respectable Republicaning lack of need ism and the Bush Republicans
for it. They cannot are a bit too self- referential
claim ownership for my taste.
of his successes so
But, I too am constantly irthey would rather ritated By President Trump’s
overlook them and refusal to elevate his manner
retreat to their wig- of argument. Although he
wams where they does pick the right ones to
can safely disparage have. Where the hell were
him. They are The the Republican Tribes when
Republican Prob-

birth of a child.

In 2019, approximately
19% of U.S. pregnancies (excluding spontaneous miscarriages) ended in abortion. In
2020, the highest percentage
of pregnancies were aborted
in the District of Columbia
(52%), New York (35%),
and New Jersey (34%). In
2019, unmarried women accounted for 86% of all abor- Roger Rollins,
tions (CDC). The American Family and Marriage Coalition
College of Obstetricians and than themselves. Abortion is
Gynecologists reports that OK because it removes an ob25% of all women will have stacle to our own life’s activian abortion before they turn ties. These are hard thoughts.
45 years old.
But they are the reality we
face today.
In a nutshell, in today’s
world it is not unusual for
In 2013 TIME magazine’s
children to born to an unwed headline read THE ME ME
mother, and in addition it is ME GENERATION. Two
not unusual for an unwed words highlighted what the
“mother” to terminate the Me generation was known
pregnancy via an abortion.
for: narcissism, and its effect, entitlement. Their focus
Our views about marriage was on themselves, and they
and life have evolved over believed that the world owed
the years. It wasn’t too many them a living. Not much has
years ago that our ideas were changed since 2013. In fact, if
similar to those expressed in anything, it’s become worse.
the Bible. The changes that
have occurred over the last
We have three sources we
several decades are significant can turn to for answers to our
and the reasons are varied. questions about life and relaPerhaps one way of summa- tionships. We can listen to the
rizing these reasons is that temptations of the devil (yes,
our selfish interests triumph he does exist, whether or not
over relationships and even we are willing to admit it). We
life. As has been noted here can go the way of the world –
before, when we take God out which says put myself first. Or
of the picture, we become our we can choose to follow God
god, and our primary goal is and put our trust in Him. If we
satisfying our own interests want our families to survive
and needs.
and thrive, God must be first,
last, and always the one we
For many people their life is turn to and trust.
all they are concerned with. If
there is nothing after life then
The Family & Marriage Cothey want to get everything alition of Aiken, Inc. (FAMthey can – for themselves – CO) was created to provide
out of this life. That means resources for you to succeed
that their own interests come in your marriage and families.
first. Marriage is not really Roger Rollins, Executive
important since that means Director, FAMCO, 803-640commitment to someone other 4689,

President trump, candidate
and office holder was constantly and unconstitutionally
attacked by Democrats, their
allies and beneficiaries in the
Permanent Government, and
their lap dogs in the media?
With a couple of notable exceptions, they were not on the
ramparts defending the Constitution and the President.
They were behind the curtains
murmuring, “not me, I’m not
like him”……
The Tribes had better come
together, remember Reagans
Eleventh Commandment and

find a way to support President trump through this
new unconstitutional raft
of travails even as they
campaign against him for
the nomination. If they do
not they will not win in 24
and further Democrat victories will sink Constitutional
governance forever and
Republicans will go the way
of the Whigs from whence
we came nearly a hundred
and seventy years ago. To
my mind if that happens the
tribes will deserve it but I
and millions more like me
will not.

